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Tiger Tiger
Juvenile Jungle Fun

Designed By Chris Horne

Product Required:
1 x Tiger Anagram SuperShape Balloon (4122101)
1 x Anagram Animalz Tiger Print Orbz (4211001) 
1 x 5” Fashion Orange Sempertex Balloon (20007986)
1 x 5” Fashion Black Sempertex Balloon (20001988)
1x 12” Fashion Orange Sempertex Balloon (20000773)
1 x 12” Fashion Black Sempertex Balloon (20000781)
2 x 260 Re�ex Lime Green Sempertex Balloons (20014186)
1 x Black Foil Balloon Weight (991365-10)
Faux jungle foliage
Balloon Bond

Construction Method:
1. Create a 4-balloon cluster using all of the round latex balloons, in�ated to different sizes.
 Wrap the cluster around the neck of the foil balloon weight.
2. In�ate the Animalz balloon with air and tie it into the latex cluster by wrapping the neck 
 around and through the centre of the cluster. Adjust the position of the balloons so that the 
 arrangement sits well on the table.
3. In�ate one of the Re�ex Lime Green 260 balloons leaving around 12” unin�ated. 
 From the knot end, twist at 4”, then make 2 x 4” loops, a 1.5” bubble, 2 x 3” loops, 
 a 1.5” bubble, 2 x 2” loops, a 1” bubble, 2 x 1” loops and a �nal 1.5” bubble 
 to create the “palm frond”. De�ate any remaining balloon and tie off, then tie the frond 
 into the design as shown in the picture.

4. Add the Faux foliage into the design as desired, securing with balloon bond.
5. Create a spiral from the remaining Re�ex Lime Green 260 balloon by wrapping the 
 unin�ated balloon around a cylindrical object, stretching slightly, and then in�ating fully. 
 Release a little air before tying.
6. Tie one end of the spiral 260 into the centre of the design and twist 2 bubbles 
 into the other end.
7. In�ate the Tiger SuperShape balloon with helium and attach it to the end of the 260 spiral by
 wrapping the neck around and through the two bubbles created in step 6.

Estimated Labour time: 25 minutes
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